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Virginia-Based Used Car Dealer Offers Remote Services, Payment Deferrals
as COVID-19 Response

CrossPointe Motor Cars stays open by shifting services online and offering remote options.

WINCHESTER, Va. (PRWEB) April 13, 2020 -- Twice-nominated Time Magazine Dealer-of-the-Year
CrossPointe Motor Cars has expanded its available services in order to accommodate the current health
pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, more commonly referred to as COVID-19 or coronavirus. With
social distancing policies being heavily encouraged by the federal government and many state governments
adopting official policies requiring it, many services have been required to shut down due to health concerns.
However, things can still go awry, even during pandemics. Cars don’t stop breaking down and people don’t
stop needing transportation, even when something as serious as COVID-19 is affecting the world. CrossPointe
has adapted its operations in order to accommodate people safely, without sacrificing convenience or
affordability.

Those looking to buy can take advantage of an all-online buying program that allows potential customers to
complete the car-buying process completely online, a home test drive delivery service, new vehicle delivery
and payment deferment plans.

Persons that require vehicle servicing and maintenance can expect similar convenience options. For instance,
service appointments can be scheduled online. For those who fix their own vehicles, genuine OEM parts can be
ordered online. A shuttle service is extended to those that find themselves without a vehicle while theirs is in
the shop. Vehicles that need to be fixed can be dropped off after-hours by depositing keys and a service-
required form in a secure drop-box.

Those with questions are encouraged to visit the CrossPointe Motor Cars website at
https://www.crosspointemotorcars.com/ or to call the dealership at 855-466-4836. The dealership itself is
located on 3951 Valley Pike, Winchester.
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Contact Information
Shamika Page
CrossPointe Motor Cars
http://https://www.crosspointemotorcars.com/
304-263-3341

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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